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myBITZER

	
BITZER SOFTWARE

	
ePARTS

ePARTS makes finding the appropriate spare parts for our products fast and easy. The parts are listed according to the model range and appear as a simple zoomable expanded-view drawing. The software is free of charge. As a direct BITZER customer registered at myBITZER, you benefit from additional advanced features – for example, the ability to view online prices of individual spare parts.
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Please select country and language:
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	Belarus / en
	Belgium / fr
	Bosnia-Herzegovina / en
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IQ Module



BOOST YOUR SYSTEM'S VALUE.



ECOLINE reciprocating compressors of the C3 series or later installed at the Schkeuditz factory will come with the IQ MODULE CM-RC-02. It simplifies and optimises compressor installation, operation, maintenance and retrofitting for refrigeration, air conditioning and heat pump systems.

 Learn more












The HFC phase down becomes a phase out



BITZER recommendations for future-proof systems in Europe



Interview with Dr. Heinz Jürgensen, Director Application Engineering and Product Performance at BITZER, discussing criteria for choosing the right refrigerant and explaining how BITZER supports its customers and partners.

 Read now












40 YEARS 
OF SCREW COMPRESSORS AT BITZER





 A look back












ONE COMPRESSOR FOR BUS AND RAILWAY



THE PERFECT MATCH FOR AIR CONDITIONING AND HEAT PUMPS





 Discover the SPEEDLITE ELV 52












#MORETHANCOOL



HEATING AND COOLING
INTELLIGENTLY COMBINED.



 Discover our portfolio for heat pumps












PRODUCT EXPLORER



DISCOVER OUR LATEST INNOVATIONS AND HIGHLIGHTS



 Discover now












WHAT YOU ALWAYS WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT YOUR COMPRESSOR



BITZER DIGITAL NETWORK



 Learn more












BITZER ACP



The highlight in industrial refrigeration





 Learn why 
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Efficient solutions for your applications










The challenges within the refrigeration and air-conditioning industry are diverse, which is why the solutions must be, too. With its large portfolio of products and services, BITZER offers the right solutions for any application.
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Refrigeration


Cooling sensitive goods and complex industrial processes reliably – BITZER compressors achieve this in stationary and mobile applications.
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Air Conditioning and Process Cooling


Top performance can only occur in optimal conditions – with BITZER compressors, air-conditioning systems are safe and efficient.
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Transport


Reliable cooling capacity during the complete transportation – thanks to BITZER compressors, sensitive goods are always protected.
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Services


Close to the customer and globally active, BITZER supports users regarding all questions and concerns with its Green Point network and additional services.
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BITZER recommendations for future-proof systems in Europe


22.11.2023




The HFC phase down becomes a phase out


In late October 2023, the European Parliament and the European Council agreed on stricter regulations on the use of fluorinated gases (F-gases) and ozone-depleting substances (ODS). The accelerated HFC phase down also poses challenges for the refrigeration, air conditioning and heat pump industry. In this interview, Dr Heinz Jürgensen, Director Application Engineering and Product Performance at BITZER, discusses criteria for choosing the right refrigerant and explains how BITZER supports its customers and partners.

Show more
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Refrigerants





Digital Refrigerant Report


Show more
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Refrigerants





BITZER REFRIGERANT RULER APP


Show more
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Refrigerants





BITZER REFRIGERANT RULER APP
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Latest press releases

BITZER sets the bar for sustainability and energy efficiency in HVAC&R28.02.2024

BITZER equips semi-hermetic reciprocating compressor series with optimised IQ MODULE CM-RC-0230.01.2024

New BITZER SOFTWARE: even clearer and more comprehensive13.12.2023
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China Refrigeration

04-08
-
04-10-2024



Beijing,
China


New China International Exhibition Center








All events
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